führt Arteel vor, wie die Dichotomie Innerlichkeit-Äußerlichkeit in der Prosa Mayröckers immer wieder aufgelöst wird. Am Beispiel von Stilleben zieht sie die über-zeugende Parallele zwischen der Palimpsest-Struktur des Textes und derjenigen des Subjekts, das sich nicht so sehr als ein schöpferisches, sondern vielmehr als ein lesendes und zitierendes präsentiert. "Friederike Mayröckers Subjekt," so Arteel, "verweist nicht auf eine Wirklichkeit, es enthält die Wirklichkeit in seiner unendlichen This dissertation in the fi eld of Communication and Media Studies (University of Göttingen) is striking for three distinct reasons suggested by the study's subtitle: it aims to shed light on a blind spot of traditional national fi lm historiography that has tended to focus exclusively on the dominant Hollywood and European cinemas; it implements a strongly accented sociological methodology of reception and infl uence studies in order to contribute to a structural history of South African cinema; and it narrows its scope to a brief but crucial fi ve-year period during which German fi lms suddenly entered the South African distribution market as the strongest rival of the traditional American and British imports. Eckardt approaches South Africa's cinema as unique because it was the only African country to develop prior to decolonization, as early as 1910, its own national movie industry and infrastructure. As a result, he fi nds the patterns of colonial and post-colonial analysis that otherwise characterize Africa-centric fi lm historiography to be inadequate. By analyzing local South African reviews of specifi c Weimar fi lm imports and comparing them to their German and international reception, the author strives to establish the contours of the South African cinema context.
Like many dissertations, the study begins with a series of framing chapters: chapter 1 summarizes recent approaches to fi lm historiography in general as well as the few histories of South African cinema and sets out the methodological premises for the reception approach undertaken here; chapter 2 sketches the historical and social context of South African cinema in the 1920s and early 1930s; chapter 3 surveys the status of South African fi lm journalism in the same period, including the bifurcation of English and Afrikaans publications; and chapter 4 reviews the general status of fi lm imports during the period under investigation. These introductory chapters refl ect not only Eckardt's wide-ranging expertise in South African history, society, economics, and journalism but also his thorough exploration of the relevant yet nonetheless spotty South African and German archival resources.
The fi rst third of the study establishes, then, the parameters for the empirical statistical evidence that will enable the author to contextualize the reasons for and function of German movie imports within this local cinema economy. At the same time, the diffi culty of gathering and interpreting this evidence constitutes a detective story in its own right. Eckardt shows how economic and racial demography limited the movie-going audience in this period to middle-class European settlers and immigrants, i.e., the "whites" who made up about 20% of the entire population and who were further distinguished by their English or Afrikaans linguistic communities. He also details the shift from a monopoly distribution and exhibition structure before 1927, which provided the movie audience almost exclusively with Hollywood fi lms, to a slightly more competitive oligarchic structure during the phase under consideration, a fact that helps explain the brief spike both in British and German imports after 1927. Beyond these audience structures and market forms, Eckardt describes the status of fi lm journalism in this early phase, since his own reception analysis largely draws on local fi lm reviews for its evidence. He elucidates the widespread practice of anonymous reviews, the lack of professionally trained reviewers, and the dependency of fi lm reviewing on the demands of culture editors, who regarded the cinema generally with skepticism, and advertising agents, who considered critical reviews a threat to ad revenues from the movie houses. This situation was exacerbated further by the lack of dedicated movie-industry publications. All of these factors defi ne both the possibilities and limits of the empirical evidence in this study. For many fi lm scholars these introductory survey sections may be the most informative part of the dissertation.
In order to undertake the reception study envisioned here, Eckardt fi rst has to defi ne the corpus of fi lms under investigation, a step that involved not only identifying representative English and Afrikaans daily and weekly newspapers and journals but also tracking cinema advertising and fi lm reviews in them over a period of more than six years. Chapter 5 presents a survey of South African cinema programming history that enables the author to pinpoint 50 German fi lms screened in South Africa between 1928 and 1933. Moreover, he defi nes the entire corpus-of which 60% consisted of UFA productions-as predominantly nonpolitical entertainment features that fall into four main genre categories (crime and adventure stories; romance and social dramas; Viennese musicals; science fi ction and war fi lms). Based on this corpus, Eckardt proceeds in the long chapter 6 to summarize the reviews for one exemplary fi lm in each of these four genres, comparing the South African commentaries to selected reviews from Germany, the United States, and Britain in order to hone in on the similarities and differences. In addition, he includes summaries of the discussions around two controversial fi lms that were not shown in cinemas but rather screened by independent associations (the 1928 bio-pic Luther and the 1931 social drama Mädchen in Uniform, which marked, in 1933, the end of German imports for many years and one of the few German sound fi lms to be screened in South Africa), an extended discussion of Josef von Sternberg's Der blaue Engel, which provided the touchstone case for introducing a centralized censorship board in 1931, as well as sections on the history of South African fi lm censorship and the status of movie-star publicity as it developed around Emil Jannings and Brigitte Helm.
Indeed, Eckardt is able to prove his somewhat trite hypothesis that the specifi c South African reception context positioned these Weimar feature fi lms within a different social discourse than in Germany. But this expectable result is less signifi cant than the trajectory of his argument and evidence. Thus, the interested reader can learn much about the function of German fi lms as a counterweight to the Hollywood features that dominated South African screens up until 1927. Within a span of three years they gained a reputation for high production values, artistic craftsmanship, and realistic acting and they were especially appreciated as well for introducing new faces and what was perceived as a kind of "European exoticism." Moreover, Eckardt is able to document how UFA's export strategy aimed at selecting fi lms for South Africa that fi ltered out more socially critical and ideologically tendentious features in favor of "high quality" entertainment that resonated with the conservative local context and a generally positive attitude toward German culture and values on the part of the immigrant European population. The reception analyses of Der blaue Engel and Metropolis in particular confi rm the author's perspective. In the case of the latter the ideological critique that dominated reviews in Germany and the United States was not an issue; Metropolis was perceived as an unusually stylized but artistic work by a master director. In the case of the former, neither the issue of adaptation (Heinrich Mann's socially critical novel was unknown in South Africa and therefore not a standard for measuring the fi lm's social message) nor the pathos of Jannings's acting were issues; rather within the South African context Rath's morally transgressive behavior in Der blaue Engel was seen as a purely individual failing, while Dietrich's Lola Lola was seen by this audience exclusively as a prostitute and threat to the stability of bourgeois morality (and thus the fi lm became the object of the censorship controversy mentioned above). These kinds of microhistorical insights distinguish this study and make it an important contribution to South African fi lm history as well as more generally to the fi lm historiography of non-dominant cinemas.
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